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Abstract
Translation skill is important for students of English Education Department as in the
future they will need the skill to translate their own scientific papers for international
publication. However, to master the skills of translating texts, students should have
enough understanding on both the language and the culture of languages (source and
target language). This research aims to 1) identify the difficulty faced by the students
when translating texts, and 2) measure students’ ability in translating texts. The data
were gained from the students’ translation products. The subjects were 30 students
of English Education Department in the State Islamic University of North Sumatra. The
data collecting instrument was translation test where students translated English text
into Indonesian. The findings indicate that students had difficulty in translating the
English text into Indonesian especially in terms of accuracy and acceptability, but the
students’ translations were better in terms of readability. The difficulties in translating
the English text into Indonesian were due to students’ lack of understanding in applying
the appropriate translation methods when translating the text. Moreover, the students
also lack of ability in choosing the right words that will be the best equivalence in
the target language. The findings also show that students had sufficient ability in
translating text from English to Indonesian.
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language

1. Introduction

Translation skill is one of the mandatory courses offered for the students of English
Education Department at the State Islamic University of North Sumatra. This subject is
given in two modules. In the first module, the students learn about the basic theory of
translation while in the second module they focus on applying the theory into practice.
The skills of translating text are important because they will have capability in translating
scientific papers for international publication from Indonesian into English. Most of
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lecturers in the State Islamic University of North Sumatra have great articles to publish
in the Scopus indexed journals. However, it is still hard to find the translator that can
help them in translating their papers into English. Therefore, by studying translation
theories and practice, the English Education Department students of the State Islamic
University of North Sumatra will have not only an opportunity as English teachers, but
also ability and chance to be translators, especially, the translators of scientific papers.

To be a good translator, every student in English Education Department of the State
Islamic University of North Sumatra should understand the culture and the language of
both texts (Indonesia and English). Moreover, most of translators learn to translate from
their personal experience (Kembaren & Muchtar, 2018). Thus, to achieve this goal, the
students develop a translation agency that will allow them to apply the translation theory
they have learned in the classroom. The students are assigned to find the clients that
need their translation service. Even though the students have studied the translation
theory and get enough practice in translation class, they need to improve the quality of
their translation product in order to produce more accurate, readable, and acceptable
translation product.

Realizing the importance of translation class for the English Education Students, this
study aims to 1) identify the difficulty faced by the students when translating texts, and 2)
measure students’ ability in translating texts. The data were gained from the students’
translation products. By understanding about the challenges that students might face
in translating text and by analyzing students’ translation product, it is expected that
students will be able to focus on the skills that they lack of and improve their translation
products.

2. Literature Review

According to Newmark (1988) “Translation is a craft consisting in the attempt to replace
a written message statement in one language by the same message or statement in
another language”. Newmark emphasizes that translation is a process of rendering writ-
ten message, from source language to target language without adding or reducing the
message. According to Catford (1974), “Translation is the replacement of textual material
in one language by equivalent textual material in another language”. Catford states that
the replacement of textual material from the source language into the target language
should be equivalent. According to Nida and Taber “Translation consists of reproducing
receptor language in the natural equivalent of the source language message, first in
terms of meaning and second in terms of style” (Suryawinata, 2003). It means translators
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should find an appropriate message for the target language and should translate the
text appropriately. Based on the definitions above, there are several words that can
become the main focus to define “translation”, namely: replace, rendering, equivalent.
Thus, it can be understood that translation is not merely converting the source text
into the target text, but there are several things to consider so that the message in
the source text can be replaced and rendered appropriately and equivalently, and of
course by following the correct language structure of the target text and considering
the context and cultural matters of the target text.

That is why, in relating to cultures, Larson (1984) mentions that “The receptor audience
will decode the translation in terms of his own culture and experience, not in terms of
the culture and experience of the author and audience of the original document. The
translator then must help the receptor audience understand the content and intent of
the source document by translating both cultures in mind.” Based on this explanation,
it is understood that to help the target readers understanding new cultures, translators
need to know both source and target language culture so that they can find the most
equivalent items to translate the source text.

According to Newmark (1988), translation methods relate to whole texts while trans-
lation procedures are used for sentences and the smaller units of language. To analyze
students’ difficulty in translating text, the researchers try to see whether the students
use appropriate methods in translating the source texts based on Newmark’s translation
methods. Newmark also proposes eight translation methods, namely; word-for-word
translation, literal translation, faithful translation, semantic translation, adaptation, free
translation, idiomatic translation, and communicative translation.

3. Research Method

The research is descriptive qualitative study (Miles, Huberman & Saldana, 2014) and
translation studies oriented to translation product (Toury, 1995). The data were gained
from the students’ translation products. The subjects were 30 students of English Edu-
cation Department in the State Islamic University of North Sumatra. The data collecting
instrument was translation test where students translated English text into Indonesian.

4. Result and Discussion

After analyzing the data, it can be seen that the students have difficulty in using
appropriate translation procedures when translating texts from Indonesian into English.
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Following are some examples of students’ translation products and the better version
of translation.

Table 1: Example 1.

Source Text Target Text

Sampah merupakan suatu yang terbuang
atau dibuang dari sumber hasil aktivitas
manusia maupun alam yang belum memiliki
nilai ekonomis.

Waste is a waste or is discharged from the
source of results human and natural activities
that do not have economic value.

In the table above, it can be seen that student translates the source text by using
word-for-word translation method. The words translated singly by their most common
meanings, out of context, for example; Waste is a waste. The better translation for this
text would be “Waste is something discharged and comes from human natural activities
which does not have economic value”.

Table 2: Example 2.

Source Text Target Text

Pengelolaan sampah adalah meliputi
pengumpulan, pengangkutan, sampai
dengan pemusnahan atau pengelolaan
sampah sedemikian rupa sehingga tidak
menjadi gangguan kesehatan masyarakat
dan lingkungan hidup.

Waste management is covering collection,
transportation, up to destruction or
management garbage in such a way that it
does not become a health problem
community and environment.

In the table above, it can also be seen that the student uses word-for-word trans-
lation method to translate the text above, out of context and grammatical structure,
for example; “it does not become a health problem community and environment”. A
better version of this translation would be: “Waste management consists of collecting,
transporting, and managing the waste in such a way that it does not become a health
problem for the community and environment.”.

Table 3: Example 3.

Source Text Target Text

Pengelolaan sampah merupakan cara yang
efektif untuk memutuskan rantai penularan
penyakit, dan juga untuk meningkatkan
kesehatan keluarga dan masyarakat

Waste management is an effective way to
break the chain disease transmission, and
also to improve family and community health.

In the table above, it can be seen that the student uses literal translation technique in
translating the text because even though the grammatical constructions are converted
to the nearest equivalent, the lexical words are still translated singly, out of context, for
example; To break the chain disease transmission. A better version of this translation
would be: “Waste management is an effective way to cut the infected diseases and also
to improve the health of family and community.”
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Table 4: Example 4.

Source Text Target Text

Bertambahnya penduduk di area perkotaan
dan pedesaan akan bertambahnya sampah
rumah tangga dilingkungan sekitarnya.

Increased population in urban and rural areas
will increasing household waste in the
surrounding environment.

In the table above, it can be seen that the student is translating the text by using
word-for-word translation method because the student made a grammatical error in the
phrase, “Increased population in urban and rural areas will increasing” which should be
written “will increase”. A better version for this translation would be: “The increase in
population in urban and rural areas will increase the household waste in the surrounding
environment”.

Table 5: Example 5.

Source Text Target Text

Masalah lingkungan telah menjadi perhatian
secara khusus bagi pemerintah.

Environmental problems have gone
specifically for the government.

In this example, the student also translates the text by using word for word transla-
tion method, and did not translate the meaning correctly. A better translation for this
text would be: “The environmental problems have become a special concern for the
government.”

5. Conclusion

It is concluded that students had difficulty in translating the English text into Indone-
sian especially in terms of accuracy and acceptability, but the students’ translations
were better in terms of readability. The difficulties in translating the English text into
Indonesian were due to students’ lack of understanding in applying the appropriate
translation methods when translating the text. Moreover, the students also lack of ability
in choosing the right words that will be the best equivalence in the target language. The
findings also show that students had sufficient ability in translating text from English to
Indonesian. Based on the findings, it is expected that the students should improve their
understanding about translation methods and procedures so that they will be able to
produce higher quality of translation product.
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